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Swashbuckler pathfinder guide



Last update: September 23rd, 2020 RPGBOT used the color coding scheme which became common among pathfinder built manuals. Red: Bad, useless option, or option that is very situational. Orange: OK option, or useful options which only apply to rare Green circumstances: Good option. Blue: Fantastic options, often
essential to the function of your character. Swashbuckler's introduction is so cool and so interesting that it's literally a mechanic in the classroom. Where the fight hit really well but without much flair, the Swashbuckler is all about flair. If you don't do things in the most interesting way that you can think to do them, you're
missing out on what makes the Swashbuckler special. The Panache Mechanics encourage you to do things other than hit things, and subscribers are really promoting diverse tactics between swashbucklers. Mechanically, the Swashbuckler stands somewhere between the fighter jet and the Rogue, has higher than
average skills and excellent stats for a martial front-line character, but they are not quite as durable as the fighter jet and still can't compete with Rogue's incomparable skills good. The Swashbuckler is mostly a strike, but they can be easily built as a Defender, a face, and a Scout, allowing them to fill all the most important
roles in both the Jets and the Rogue. Panache Swashbuckler's signature mechanics, Panache, are central to the class and requires the player to manage him very carefully. In combat, you want to have Panache as often as possible, but you can also spend it making powerful finishes. This creates a prominent gameplay
loop where the Swashbuckler finds Panache, does cool things, spends Panache, then works to get it back. Fortunately, you can use specified actions like Tumble via Find Panache, and your subclass will offer another unique option to find Panache that usually involves a skill check of some kind, so regaining Panache is
often as simple as spending an Action doing a skill check and you get Panache if you're successful. Contending styles similar to the fighter jet, the Swashbuckler has soft decision points in building them regarding what fight style they want to adopt. However, Swashbuckler's options are considerably limited compared to
the fighter jet. Without archetypes, Swashbuckler's fight style comes down to three options: buckler/shield+ weapon, a leading weapon, and two-gun fight. Curler / Shield + Armor is frustrating. You don't get Shield Blocks for free, so using a shields means investing in the Shield Block feat and probably some increased
skills in Craft to repair to protect you. You can take Buckler's experience at first level, but all he does makes the buckler provides as much AC as Shields so there's no reason to exclude Bulk and that you can get Buckler dance at 10th level, but that's really just not enough to make bucklers wowle. Single Weapon is the
best option by far. At low level you could A Shield for a while until you need your hands free to qualify for feat or something, but even if you don't want a shield you can take Dueling Parry and get as many AC as what you get from Buckler Expertise or from Twin Parry, and you don't need to invest in a second or armor
loop. Two-gun battle is a minefield. You get feat 3 level later than other fight styles, and not any better. You get the added utility so they could choose which weapon to use with any given attack, but you also need to pour precious gold into a second gun in a game where gold is as precious as done. The only offending
option that justifies two-gun fighting is Double Finish, and a decent sheet is not enough to justify the rest of a weak build. Finish finishers are the main way in which you will consume Panache. Term Ending is a bit confusing, and you might assume that it means a course completion, or to finish the target. However, that's
generally not the intention since many Finishers will apply a status effect. Think of Finish more like finishing a series of things you do, much like sounding the finale of a combo. For example, you might start by demoralizing your target, Feint, doing a few hits on several turns, then ending with a Finish for a Burst of
Damage. Of course, more really your turn will include an ending, an action to get Panache, then an Action reserve used to do something else like Step or something. Reactions to Swashbucklers notably have a large number of options for their reactions. Riposte's opportunity is built into the classroom, but you also find
great options like Nimble Dodge, Lifetime Charmed, and Attack Opportunity. These options are generally all very good, but you still only get a reaction (until you can find Inexhaustible Countermoves at level 20), so be careful not to invest too many feat into options that use your reaction. Swashbuckler Class Feature Key
Ability: Deksterity. Hitting point: 10+ hit points matches Jets forward and other front-line martial arts classes. Initial Skills: There's nothing remarkable good or bad. You get everything that you need to succeed. Perception: Start at Experts, and you move to Master. Saving Launch: Bad Fortitude Savior, Average Will Save,
and the Best Reflex Save (matching the Rogue mouth). You'll do really well against common Core Reflex Save, but you'll need to beef up your Constitution and Wisely compensate to save your other. Skills: A total of 6+ skills, so the Swashbuckler matches the ranger and has more base skills than any other class except
the Rogue, though the ranger gets skills skills and feat skills at the same speed as everyone else. Tricks styles offer 3 Other Talented Feats over the course of your career, but these do the additional limiting ones. Attack: Receiving training in simple, martial arts, and amarme. Not terriblely interesting, but you've got a full
range of options and you may be able to access Uncommon weapons using making racial. Swashbucklers Weapon skills at the same rate as most martial arts classes, falling just behind the aircraft. Defense: Coaches in immoral defense and light weapons, which make sense for a dexterity-heavy class. Unfortunately,
your skill improves slower than other front-line martial arts classes like the Jets and the Ranger, so your AC will lag behind other front-line martial arts classes at various points in your career. Class DC: The increased use of the Swashbuckler for DC classes is for critical specialization effects, but since you get critical
specialization effects and any weapons that you're likely to use, this will see a lot of use. The progression of DC's Swashbuckler grade is approximately average. Confidence Finish: A great introduction to finish, Finished Confidence is not especially impressive but the failure effect adds some reliability for low-level
swashbucklers won't feel flying when they pass their Panache and lack attacks. Panache: Panache is the cornerstone, defining the mechanics of the Swashbuckler, and it's what sets them apart from other classes. While any class can drag, boast, over, sway out of chandeliers, and generally show off, the Swashbuckler
uniquely takes the ability to reinforce themselves by doing so, and unless you are ready to play that way you'll be struggling as a swashubler. Much of Swashbuckler's time in combat will spend their actions repeatedly finding and spending Panache as quickly as possible. A number of Swashbuckler Class Feats have
terminated the treatment. These feat allows you to perform an attack with a powerful side effect by spending Panache. You also get bonus damage from Strike Precise when you do so (starting at 2d6 with sway and level; see below), but not only do you lose Panache when you try a Finish, you are able to do additional
attacks for the rest of the turn. Manage Panache is absolutely central to the class. You'll find two guaranteed ways to get Panache: Tumble's through stocks and one skill action depends on your Swashbuckler style. Falling through is unfair, but important. Many of the Swashbuckler styles recharge Panache using an
action that is language-dependent, mind-affected, or otherwise might not work against targets like spirit or construction, so in some encounters you'll have difficulty recovering Panache by other means. Make sure you invest increased skills in both skills granted by your Swashbuckler Style and in Acrobatics so you can
easily find Panache in any scenario. Migrants from Pathfinder 1e should note that Panache is now a Yes/No rather than a pool of points like it was in 1st edition, and that Panache disappeared at the end of each encounter. Exact strike: The flat bonus is a small but still impact on bonus damage. This will easily make up
the difference between using Dexterity and a Physical weapon compared to using force, suppose that you're just doing regular strikes. The damage bonus applies to all of the So it's easy to rely on this is as a constant increase of damages as long as you have Panache. The bonus damage which you apply when using a
Finisher will be an important part of your damage production. You might use a Finish as often as every turn. It's easy to compare this damage bonus to Sneak Attack, and while Sneak Attack is slightly applied repeatedly across multiple strikes, the Damage End Price Strike is a big burst applied behind a single strike. Both
bonus scale and level, keep them valuable throughout your career. Swashbuckler Feats: See the Swashbuckler feat, below. Swashbuckler's Style: See Subclasses - Swashbuckler's Style, Below. Skill Feats: Standard for Everyone Except the Rogue. General Feats: Standard. Great Fortitude: Your only improvement in
saved fortitude, and you get it to Level 3. Riposte opportunities: It only applies on Critical Failure, so you'll get the most use from this when you have really high AC, when your attacker's bonus attack is poor (debuffs help), when your opponent is doing numerous attacks with a multiple attack penalties, or some
combination of the three. Keep in mind that since this reaction will typically happen outside your turn, you don't have to worry about a multiple Attack penalties or having to use a Finish on your turn. Raising skill: Standard for everyone except the Rogue. Style tricks: Acrobatics and skills in Your Swashbuckler Style are
essential parts of your swashbuckler, so it makes sense to invest increased skills and Skill Feats in these skills. However, that would normally create a firmware tax that would lock you up at the expense of your regular skills increase with Skill Feats. This relievers that feat tax slightly, giving you a total of three additional
Feats. Don't forget: Insurance is a skill feat, and placing assurance of both skill acrobatics associated with your Swashbuckler style is a perfectly fine option. Vivacious speed: In a game where most Ancestors have a speed of 25 feet, a +10 bonus is significant, and the bonus balances as you gain more levels. The only
problem is that in most cases you go-to your tactic is to find Panache, then spend it almost immediately. Ability Supplement: Standard. Ancestor feat: Standard. Weapon expertise: Your skill and weapon gains at the same rate as other martial arts classes like the Barbarian and the Rogue. You also get access to critical
specialization effects with all weapons with which you have expert skills, which means that any simple or martial weapon covers. Evasion: Saved reflexes are the most common types of Basic Save, and often Basic Savior are the ones where the difference between a success and a critical achievement is the most
important. This will be protected from a lot of damage in area effects such as fireballs and stroke weapons. Weapon Specialization: Since your skill and weapon improved at the same rate as martial arts classes like the Barbarian and the champion, you will get the best bonuses. Finish: The benefits vary depending on
your Swashbuckler style. Swashbuckler Expertise: Best DC Grades. Continue flair: Vague, and the bonus is both small and of a common kind. Sense vigilant: The pure perception progression of the game. Improved Evasion: Great for all the same reasons that Evasion is great. Taking half the damage of a failure means
that a failure and a success on a Basic Save are functionally identical. Armor Experience: More AC is still great. Masterful Weapons: More bonus attacks. Greater specialization weapons: More damage. Keen Flair: More striking criticism is fantastic. At this level you're running a powerful run of Hits, the more Finish you
damage is really high, so critical hitting will face a huge pile of damage. Solved: Fantastic, but it comes online very well late to the game. Eternal confidence: God's word here is somewhat confusing, so allow me to clarify: You get to add the effects of Confidence Finish in addition to the effects of whatever end you're
using. If you use Riposte Opportunities, you can effectively turn that strike into a Confidence Finish, take damage ending (half normally, full if you have Finish Precise) if you roll out a failure on that strike. Masterful Light: More AC is still great. Each subclass will give you the skill of one skill, and using that skill will become
a central part of your tactics. The fight is a great go-to option. Doing work almost whatever you are fighting, and the nature of the Panache Batledancer recovery mechanics makes it easy to find Panache as long as there are haters and enough bars Will save the DC who can observe you. However, Performance has
been very limited utility beyond Battledancer's feature, which can make it difficult to spend your Bonus Skills from Styled Tricks. You can still put them in feat acrobatics, thankfully. Competence: Performance is a skill that usually only matters in social situations, so it's odd to see it appear in combat. Fascinating
performance adds the ability to Fascinate a target, and take Focus Fascination to more extent wherever creating you Fascinate. As your skill in Perform improves, you gain the ability to Fascinate more animals. Unfortunately, the duration of the effect is only one round, and target finds immunity for an hour after the
Fascinate effect cuts effect, so it's a bad idea to fascinate more than one combat animal. Panache Recovery: Check your skill with the Action Done only needs to surpass the DC at a observing foot, so as long as there's an enemy in battle a low Will DC you can easily recharge your Panache in any fight. Due to the
almost lack of features on the Action Done, it's easy to use it on foot which could be difficult for other Swashbuckler styles to target in order to recharge Panache. However, your GM might be reasonable to add features such as Audio or Language depending on the nature of your performance. Expertlary Finish: A Free
Action Is great, but the utility of Step Is Very Reduced for the Swashbuckler. Your reliance on Tumble in finding Panache makes it an appealing way to get Panache while also repositing yourself to flank a target. However, Steps can still be useful in encounters with multiple enemies or if you need to move out of reach.
Do you like to demoralize these things? Go for Braggart. Skills: Intimidation is a stake face skills, and Demoralized is a fantastic combat option for high-charisma characters. Panache Recovery: Demoralized foe applies fear. Frightened is a good debuff, and allowing you to consistently refresh it thanks to the Exemplary
Finisher effect means that your target can remain in an ever-debuffed state for as long as you're fighting it. Exempted the victim's checks and DCs, lowered their attacks, AC's, and saved the DC in addition to the obvious stuff like skills checks and such. However, remember that language can be a barrier to you will need
to invest resources in the language of learning in which to demoralize things. Even then, not all haters will understand language so you can take a penalties or you may fully be able to demoralize some traps if they're ideas or otherwise immunity fears. Make sure your acrobatics bonus is good enough that you can
unleash across each time demoralized is not doing the tub, or if you are below level 9 when Exemplary Finish removes the temporary immunity from demoralized. Exemplary Finish: Normally demoralized only works on each target once for each encounter because they get temporary immunity for 10 minutes. This means
that without this feature, Demoralized only works once per enemy for each enemy for each encounter, so this feature solves a huge limit on demoralized. Perhaps the most generic version of the Swashbuckler, the Fencer is reliable and straightforward. Skill: Deception is a Talented Figure, and Feint is a great option if
you're only doing one attack (one Finish, ideally) for every turn. Even if you just roll a success, they're still flat-foot against your next attack, and since you're only doing one attack that's all you need. Panache Recovery: Feint will be your go-to option. Creating a Diverse is clean, but unless you're planning to run away and
re-emerge later it's not particularly useful for a front-line martial arts class that's intended to fill in for a fighter or an equivalent defensive character. Exemplary Finish: You will never benefit from this unless you manage to hit the target with a Reaction (which is absolutely possible thanks to Riposte Opportunities), but a -2
AC penalties is significant, especially since many of your classrooms' features might depend on targets being flat-feet. This also significantly decreases the need to enemy Flank, reducing the need to spend Action Kick around your enemies to get into position. If you want to play a swashbuckler and not be a face, this is
the way to do it. Athletics will require that you invest in strength, which means that you need to set less Supplement Ability to other Ability notes such as Karisma. The Gymnast Panache's mechanics also require using the Skill Action and Treatment Attack, which imposes a multiple Attack Penalties, an issue which other
swashbucklers don't face. Competence: Athletic is tough for a dexterity-based class, but you'll want some strength for the bonus damage so you'll have enough to be at least pasable and athletic. You'll likely need to give up on Charisma-based ability, but if you want to play Swashbuckler without playing a face, maybe
that's what you want. Panache Recovery: Three potential Actions to find Panache is more than any other Swashbuckler Style, and the effects work on almost anything unlike things like Demoralized. Clusters targeting the target DC target and their target DC trip, so you can choose which one you believe to be lower.
Clusters should go - you because if you can make the target Restrained you may be able to steal them in one or more Action while they try to escape their own turn. However, keep in mind that Grapple, Shoes, and Travel all have the attack tracks so they will impose a multiple attack penalties. Consider gunfire with the
Agile feature to mite this penalties, and look for weapons with the clusters, shove, or train trips to get an item bonus on the Athletics checks. Also note that using an Finish means that you cannot use Grapp, Shove, or later trips in your turn because they all have features of Attack. If you take to disarm the Flair feat, you
can add Disarmed to the list of Actions where you can take to find Panache. However, Disarm suffers from the same boundaries Attack Trait that other options you do. Exemplary Finish: Not a ton of damage and there are no fancy effects, but it's almost-collateral damage since you'll often do an athletic check applied on
these effects, then follow it with a Finish that will get this bonus damage. Eight is probably better compared to Braggart since Bon Mot and Demoralized share some mechanical similarities. Braggart's exemplary seeks to remove the larger extent of demoralized, while the Eight Exemplate is seeking to bring the effects of
Good Mot closer to Demoralized. Good Mot is easy to compare and demoralize. Demoralize the temporary immunity target once that set effects are cut (The Braggart Swashbuckler Style can fix this), and its duration is only or one round due to the naturally paired road. By comparison, Bon Mot lasts a full minute and
doesn't give immunity of any kind. However, fear is a much more important debuff, applies to basically everything. Good Mot Penalize Perception and Will Saves, which only if you can capitalize on enemies' Will save. Skills: Diplomacy is the most essential skills of the game. If you're building for Karisma and you get one
skills, do it Politico. You also get Good Mot feat for free, which is really nice because Mot is a very good feat, especially if you have allies who can target enemies will save as much spelling. Panache Recovery: Good Mot is a good option but has some limitations. The effect lasts a full minute so it easily spreads it around
rather than repeatedly targeting one creature, given that you have multiple haters. But you can also repeatedly affect the same target, effectively to restore the duration. However, because Good Mot has the linguistic characteristic it only affects enemies who understand the language that you use. You can invest in
learning more languages, but that won't let you use Good Mot on animals that do not speak languages like animals, dinosaurs, and unintelligent undead. Exemplary Finish: -2 is a decent penalties, even if it's not very flashy. However, since it only applies to attacks against you allies you may find that the attackers are
instead of yours. Ability to score Deksterity is your key Score Ability, so the swashbuckler to score the swashbuckler's ability looks very similar to dexterity-based combatants and rogue. However, Swashbuckler's skills used to find Panache often require Charisma, so balancing your character Note Ability will require to
make some personal choices about where you want to be effective rather than simply following formula A, then B, then C instructions as you can and classes like the wizard. Str: All you find is bonus damage , but a little bit of bonus damage will pay off all the time over the course of your career. The Gymnast Style also
uses Athletics for its Panache mechanics, so you may need to invest in strength to keep panache refreshed. Dex: Your key capabilities, Deksterity will power your attacks, your Class DC, and your AC, not to mention Reflex save. Cons: Crucial on any character. Int: Swashbucklers get a total of 6+ skills trained at first
level, and if you're filling in for a rogue in your vagina you may still need more. However, if your party has plenty of skills to go through, this may be your best option for a dump stat: Perception and Will Saves. Carriage: The majority of Swashbuckler styles use a Karisma-based skills for the Panache mechanics. If you
chose one of these styles, Karisma will be very important. You might also choose to play your Party's face since you'll likely get a face skill from your Style, putting you on the path to success with little effort. Ancestors inasmuch as you get a Dexterity Boost (which is unlikely as much as your race doesn't get a dexterity
flaw), you're probably fine. Where Ancestors differentiate themselves are mostly of Ancestors Feat. Several Ancestors offer unique feat combinations that support various player styles and build for the Swashbuckler that can produce some incredibly effective characters if you know what to look for. Besides feat
interaction, keep an eye out for options that are useful to any front-line martial arts class. High hit racial points, improved senses like Darkvision, and access to uncommon weapons can all be bigger your character. Catfolk: Catfolk is an easy and obvious choice for the Swashbuckler. Ability increases are perfect, and a
Wise Flaw is totally managed. Catfolk Zam Familiarite offers access to both the Catfolk claws and the Kukri, which are great options for the Swashbuckler. Some overlap between swashbuckler feat and catfolk feat, such as Life Charmed with Cat's feat chain, but this allows you to replace some powerful class options with
Ancestor Feat and use these Slots Class Feat for other options. Published: The Ability to boosts / Flaws are working, even if you'll want to avoid charismatic based builds so the gym may be your best. Unfortunately, none of Gorf's Ancestors does anything supporting the Swashbuckler. Elf: The Elf may work, but it has
some limitations. A constitution flaw with 6 basis points hits makes you exceptionally fragile. Consider Flying Blade and plan to fight just from your enemies to arrive, and use Elf Ancestor Feats like Nimble Elf and Elf Step repeatedly moving out of reach and waste your enemy actions are not forced to flee you. Gnome:
Boosting capabilities are great, but the strong flaw will cut through your production damage slightly. Gnome Weapons familiarity gets you to access the Kukri, but with a pleasure defect force relying on travel is hard to do. The reason most likely to consider the Gnome is whether you want to introduce some magic to your
character via Ancestor Feats. You can easily build yourself with decent Charisma, making options such as Animal Accomplishment and first option tempting magic on top of your skills and combat abilities. Goblin: Boost perfect ability, and a Wise Flaw is managed. The Bouncy Goblin feat offers an easy circumstance
bonus +2 Circumstances Across, which is fantastic considering how important Tumble Nan is. You need to take the Unbreakable Legacy Goblin to get it, but stopping your racial hitting point from 6 to 10 is a great choice at low levels. Other Goblin Ancestors Feat offers a lot of great options, too: Goblin Gun familiar
access to the Dogslicer; Rolling with It offers a good way to mite damage to major attacks while also forcing enemies to knock you out of their reach; Goblin Scuttle lets you more easily keep the enemies to reach; and Very Sneaky allows you to conveniently feed staff to combat repeatedly hiding and rejection of
attackers. Half: Similar in some ways to the Catfolk, though not as perfect a match for the Swashbuckler. Halfling's empowering boots and their flaws slightly gets worse for most swashbucklers (though you can use the default rules if you want to bring them closer together), but there are still a lot of great feat options to
choose from. Half Luck is a great complement to Charmed Life, and the Main Lively Stage dog allows you to handle the space of larger enemies (though I still haven't found an explicit mechanical reason to justify doing so). People: Two increased flexible capacity means you can Note Your Ability however you like. The
human has several unique options beyond boosting their capabilities. People have unique access to feat such as Cooperative Nature, which when combined with the Entire Swashbuckler for One to help a unique and powerful option both in and out of combat. Unconscional weapons make advanced weapons visible in
addition to access to some uncommon weapons, many of which are excellent options for the Swashbuckler. Kobold: Kobold's shares some of the same challenges as the Elf. Low point racial hits and a Constitution Flaw make mixed combat a tough repercussions. Rob Blade lets you fight in range, and that's the most
obvious solution to Kobold's point problem, but Feat's ancestors can sufficiently overcome the difference. Cringe allows you to reduce an impressive amount of damage, and it can be effective enough to forget options like Nimble Dodge. Grovel allows you to feint into rows, making a set of sentences visible. Between the
balances works great in contrast with Feint, which allows you to add Backstabber weapons like Starknife A. The Dragon presence works great for the Braggart, and The Dogs at Chen Kobold Center offers a way to handle the enemy crowd, which is usually difficult for the Swashbuckler due to their flaws on large single
attacks. Orc: Only two Ability to bolster the ability to , and one of them is in force. You can use the default policies if you want to get a more free capacity boost, but at that point you're just someone getting worse. Orc's ancestors don't offer much of the Swashbuckler, though there is some gem. Or Ferocity can take the
place of the highest Death Cheat level, and Undying Ferocity can improve on it later, making it a great option for any front-line martial character. However, both of these options are available at Half-Orc's, and Half-Orc's Ability will be easier to work with, and you also get access to Feats Human Ancestors and handfuls of
half-orc Ancestor Feat Ancestors. Ratfolk: Low point racial hit with a default force to manage, but this isn't a great start, and Ratfolk's Ancestors offer almost nothing useful to the Swashbuckler. Tengu: Only two Ability Boost, but you can do this job. it's huge insurance for the Braggart, the Fender, and the Witt since the
skill used to get the Panache all covered by Squawk!. The rest of Tengu's Ancestor Feats doesn't offer much for the Swashbuckler, but you can still find several interesting options that are just generally useful. Backgrounds Deksterity Boosts are critical, but since each Background includes a free non-difficult increase to
achieve. You'll want to boost to second Ability to go to either Constitution or whatever Ability Score supports the skill granted by your Swashbuckler style. Feat's skills have come from background you can also be valuable since the Swashbuckler can accurately share skills both in and out Combat. If you have problems
for decisions, here are some suggestions: Emisse (Eight) Sailor (Gymnastics) Ward (Battledancer) Gerior (Braggart) Skills and Skills Feats You Gain To Increase Skills in 3rd and 5th Level To Increase Skills in Experts, increased to 7th, 9th, 11th, and 13th level to increase the Master skills, and increased to 15th, 17th,
and 19th level for increased legendary skills. This means that you can maximize at most three skills, and the rest of your skill might not advance beyond Training. You get Skill Feats at same-count levels, give you a total of 10 Skill Feats (and maybe another one at your Background) by 20th level. Usually you want to
invest these feat into the same skills which you're choosing to maximize, though in some cases you may want to grab feat from skills that don't require that you have more than training. Acrobatics (Dex): You are trained for free, and using the Tumble via Action is the single standard option to find Panache, so investing in
Acrobatics is wise for situations where your Swashbuckler Options Panacher style doesn't work or where your DM doesn't give you a chandelier sway from. Insurance: It's not much fun, but Acrobatics is your backup option every time the fun option is offered by your Swashbuckler style is not working. Insurance ensures
that it works seriously in the worst cases. See My practical guide to insurance for more information. Cat Fall: Collapse damage is reasonable common, but not why you're here. You're here because combat cast from a ridiculous height and being unharmed is really cool, and doing things really cool is what the
Swashbuckler is all about. As a GM, if a player went through huge efforts to drop out of a ridiculous height at the start of the fighter I would probably grant them Panache. Arcana (Int): Intelligence is the closest thing that the Swashbuckler has in a dump status (Str): Primarily important for the gym, but the athletic is always
a great tactical option for any character and decent force to make it visible. If you're a Gymnast, as a GM I might consider giving Panache for jumping in ways that are both fresh and necessary to reach wherever you want to go, so consider feat like powerful Leap and Wall So. Insurance: Great but not always effective.
Worth considering for the gym. See My practical guide to insurance for more information. Hefty Hauler: If you don't put a lot of strength, you might have some problems with your Bulk Limits. Normally a packet animal can address this, but if you need some help or if you bring a lot of a dungeon doesn't sound like fun, this
feat can help. Crafting (Int): The Swashbuckler should not use Shield Block so you don't need navigation to repair bucklers/shields, and the only reason for high intelligence is for additional skills. There are very little supporters pursuing surfing. Disappointment (Carriage): Essential for the Fencer or for any building face.
Unfortunately, none of Feats' skills are improving Feint. (Carriage): Skills essential figures. Most swashbucklers have enough Karisma to back this up, and it's essential for the eight since they rely on Bon Mot. Good Mot: Even if you're not an eight, Bon Mot is a great feat. An action to impose a minute-long -2 or -3
penalties for Will save is very effective if you can track it with other effects such as spelling or demoralized. Intimidation (Carriage): Demoralized is a really good use of an Action in Combat, even if you are not a Braggart. Crying Battle: Start every fight by making one enemy afraid and if you're a Braggart you get Panache!
Intimidating Glare: Already a great feat, but absolutely essential to the Braggart due to the delians about demoralized. Intimidation Prowes: I would only take this if you have 20 strengths, and that's easy for the Swashbuckler. Fear of death: Passing an action to choose from the creature in the lower room will save them
and kill them or send them running. This doesn't seem pretty sportsmanship, but it's simply too good to pass up if you're already built for intimidation. Retreat Terrified: If the target level is lower than you, there is probably more than a creature in the fight, and throwing one or more of them running will make the fight easier
for you. However, this can cause enemies to sleep with you running, and you don't have the Attack Opportunity or another Reaction which you use when enemies move out of reach, which means that you could accidentally fear your target so much that you need to chase them to keep fighting. Lore(Int): Versatile, but
vaguely defined and hard to rely on. You likely won't have enough extra skill options to take lore beyond what you get in your background. Medicine (Wisely): You Need Wisfast for Relatively Poor Compensation You Will Save and Strengthen Your Perception, So You May Have Enough to Do This Work. It's also your
only short healing option of stays or items. Nature (Russia): You'll be wise at doing this passable work, but I would leave it to a Wisdom-based spell if you have one in the partying. Occultism (Int): Intelligence is the closest thing that the Swashbuckler has in a dump stat. Performance (Carriage): Unless you've gone for
Battledancer, there's little reason to take this. If you went for Battledancer, consider the Acrobatic Performeric feat skills so that you can focus on acrobatics to get more out to increase your landmark skills. Virtuosic Performer: Choose dance because it doesn't have an audio or language element. Balances are bonuses of
+2, so you might defer this until you can increase your skills in the Master Performance. Religion (Russia): You'll be wise in doing this passable work, but I would let it a Wisdom-based spell if you have one of the partying. Society (Int): Intelligence is the closest thing the Swashbuckler has of a dump status. This seems
like it would make sense themedly, but I wouldn't go beyond coaching. Fly (Dex): The Swashbuckler is built around dexterity and light weapons, so there's everything that you need to be good at Stealth. You might even be scout your part, in this case is absolutely essential. Swift Sneak: Very helpful if you're sneaking in
combat. Survival (Russia): Only situations helpful. Thievery (Dex): The Swashbuckler is built around dexterity, so you have everything that you need to be good at the theificant. Used for both opening locks and disabling traps, no part adventure is likely to succeed without it.Feats Swashbuckler Feats for the full list of
Swashbuckler Class Feats, see the Swashbuckler Feats Page on Archives of Nethys. 1st Level Buckler Expertise: You are spending a flame making the AC bonus from bucklers as the AC bonus from shield. Unless you're absolutely struggling with Essential, there are very little reasons to use this. Why don't we just grab
a shield? Why not use Nimble Dodge, which provides the same AC bonus as a reaction rather than spending an action every turn possibly having trouble in bonus AC. Disarm Flair: Disarm is only helpful situational since by all haters using guns, and even in situations where it applies you need to roll out a critical success
to do anything affecting the target on their own spin. Dueling Parry: A+2 Bonus Circumstances matches the effects of a shield without the Essential. But is 1 bulk really worth a Feat class? The real reason that you want this feat instead of using a shields is because your hand is free, which may allow you to do some other
stuff, including some other Swashbuckler Feat. Even so, Nimble Dodge is a better option and you can get Dueling Dance at 10th level. Both the fighter and the Swashbuckler are accessed through this Feat Class. The text is identical. Rob Blade: This lets swashbuckler fix builds. However, since you're limited to dropping
weapons you'll need to get a Rune Returne so that you can afford to have a decent magic weapon and also avoid spending half of your Action Draw dag. Unfortunately, you won't be able to afford that at first level. Focus fascination: Tempting for the Battledancer, this turns the Iron into an unusual sort of root mechanics
with very limited and specific effects. However, he has some extent of trouble. First, you can only use Focused Fascination when you use Fe + Fascinating Performance on a single target. Second, Fascinating Performance provides the target immunity for itself for an hour after the 1-round effect of duration set in.
Goading Feint: A more defensive alternative to Feint's normal effects. The word in the feat is intentionally modified so that you can't look for weird, game-breaking combinations and feat intended to work with the normal version of Feint, which is disappointing but probably an intelligent game design choice. Notably this
doesn't cover the effects of an ongoing feint, so you could technically use both Regular Feint and Goading Feint on the same target, though the short duration of the effects makes it difficult to justify the cost of the Actions to do so at cases. Nimble Dodge: +2 bonus circumstances in AC as a reaction. This same bonus is
provided by raising a Shield, Dueling Parry, with much similar effect, and Swashbuckler's reactions is considerably less useful at this level than an additional action on your turn, especially since you won't get Riposte opportunities for another 3 levels and you cannot find attacks in Opportunity until 2 levels after that. Even
with Riposte Opportunities and Attack Opportunities, this is always a more reliable and always effective usage for your reaction. If you're taking swashbuckler MulticlasS Archetype feats, this is your porbably go-to feat because it works equally well on literally any character that doesn't use a Shield or some other capability
that provides a consistent circumstance bonus to AC. If you take Nimble Dodge, consider retraining it when you reach 10th level and get access to situations that provide a constant circumstance bonus to AC such as Dueling Dance. One for all: On its own, this feat is not great. Help is not helpful enough to spend two
actions on your turn to possibly giving any bonus on a check. But he's really fine with some other options. People become a few feat that, when combined with this, presents a really interesting mechanical option. Cooperative nature offers a +4 bonus on your check to help, and this is a case where cooperative soul is
useful. Between the two, you're remarkably more likely to roll out a critical achievement, and even if you don't always get a success. On its own that just guarantees a +1 bonus to check all your person, but if you're an eight which means that you can recharge Panache while also helping any ally, that might be more
impact than another Good Mot, especially if you've already hit multiple haters with Good Mot. However, the word specifically requires meeting your check or beyond the numeric DC for a very hard check for your level, so you'll need to check pages 503-504 in the core Rules and look at tables 10-5 for the base DC and
add +5 to it (see table 10-6). These DCs are written at scale at a rate that you'll likely never be guaranteed to succeed. At any given point you're likely beating that DC about 25% of the time unless you've poured a large amount of Ability Reinforced at Karisma, and succeeding one out of four time is absolutely not good
luck. Take this feat because you want to aid a visible combat option, and consider Panache's a very occasional benefit. You are Next: A great feat for any intimidation built, but especially useful for the Braggart because of their reliance on demoralized. Both the Rogue and the Swashbuckler get access to this Feat Class.
The text is identical. 2nd Level After You: Starting with Panache is a huge advantage, but so is acting early in combat. Use this coincidentally. If you have specasters in the part that will discard buffs, spell control areas, or AOE damage like Fireball, it may be a good idea to use this just to give them space at work less
concern about you being among your enemies. Antagonize: Spectacular for an intimidation built with durability enough to survive a lot of attacks. The scary condition is a good debate, but it's normally set in after a round or two and demoralized to give immunity to target in your demoralized for 10 minutes after using it, so
after a round or two of them slip the target back to normal and you're reduced to discount them. The braggart may remove the temporary immunity, but only against one target. This allows you to spread demoralized around, and enemy forces either stay in pairs of 1, run and hide, or attack you instead of your less-lasting
ally. Charmed Life: This only works once for every round since it uses your Reaction, but honestly that's enough. This will compete with Nimble Dodge and Riposte opportunities for use in your Reaction, but a +2 bonus in a save is mathematically important and you can use it literally any save with no limits except that it
uses your reaction. Finish follow-a: Not essential, but this will happen often enough that it will feel satisfied and will save you a few Actions that you would normally need to spend on finding Panache after making a Finish. Outraged hindsight: Tumble behind your grant Panache, make it an essential backup option for any
Swashbuckler if your other options aren't working for whatever reason. Making a flat-footed beast on top of the existing effects of Tumble Nan means that you get the benefits of feint on top of regaining Panache and hopefully put yourself in a better tactical position. Of course, if you are using Tumble In you may be able
to get into the flank position, which makes the flat-foot redundant. Both the Rogue and the Swashbuckler get access to this Feat Class. The text is identical. Unbalancing the Finish: Flat-foot is a fine debuff, but there are so many ways to get it that it feels outcast to give up Panache for it. Their journey, grappling them,
feinting, flanking, or any number of other options can make a flat-foot target. Unless your part is heavily dependent on the flat-foot condition, this is not a good choice. Even then, it probably won't replace Finish Trust as option ends go-to Finish. 4th Level Flamboyant Sthlet: Lightning and swimming speeds are already
really good. Those alone would likely carry this green feat, but not all that you get. Decreasing your high jump and long jump DCs effectively dramatically improve how high/away you can jump to low levels, and at high levels do these checks almost guaranteed. Since this effect reduces the DCs rather than providing a
bonus, it works with insurance, potentially allowing you High Jump and Long Jump huge distances at small risk. However, until your skill bonus with Athletics improves considerably, Leap will get you just as far as Long Jump and High Jump, and the weird Flamboyant Sthlet actually widths this space. For At level 4 with
assurance of athletic and flamboyant athletes, you could long Skip 16 foot warranty if you spent 2 Stocks to do so. At the same level with Flamboyant athletes you can leap 15 feet as a no-check action. If you have Panache, Vivacious speed increases your speed above the 30-foot speed requirement adds another 5 feet
to Leap, allowing you to jump 20 feet, and then you can add Powerful Leap to add another 5 feet on top of that, bringing you to a total of 25 feet. You can't jump beyond your speed with Leap or Long Jump, so having the Panache benefit from Vivacious speed is going to be important if you want to jump insane distances.
The Guardian's deflection: Situational. If you spend a lot of time adjacent to your allies in this tanline can really impact, but bundles up to tanline is not always a great option so you can spend a lot of time fully able to use this feat. Both the fighter and the Swashbuckler are accessed through this Feat Class. The text is
identical. Impal Finish: Situation by design, this allows you to capitalize on poziton enemies themselves adjacent to each other. If you ever see two enemies adjacent to each other, it's easy to put this using Tumble In both of your top positions and finding Panache. Two goals for one Finisher means that you're potentially
getting two very high-damage attacks from a Single Action, and you don't even need to worry about Multiple Attack Penalties unless you've done an Attack before. However, this only works in sleep since you need to be adjacent to one of their targets, and obviously in one-foe encounters this will be totally useless. This is
good enough that you might consider using the Shove action to force foe into position, but be cautious because Shove has highly in attack and the multiple attack penalties can become an issue. Still, for a gymnast who in an easy way forced foe into position while also taking Panache, and Shove allows you to stay
adjacent to the target by striding as part of the same action. From a narrative perspective, there's some silliness which you need to ignore. Technically you can do that with a dagger regardless of the size of their target, allowing you to impartial giant over a lam that likely is no more than a foot long. Leading Dance:
Amusing, and definitely worth considering for the Fight. This is an easy replacement for the Shove Action both because it doesn't use a force-based skills and because it doesn't have the feature of attacks for multiple attack penalties and Finish won't make it difficult to use. You can use this in enemy position to be flanked
or to set up Finish Impaling. You may even be able to use this ballet enemy in holes, cliffs, etc. As a fight I would definitely take this, but I don't think I could justify this for other swashbucklers. Swagging Initiative: This is objectively a good feat, but it's the same bonus as Incredible Initiatives and your Class Feat are much
more than your General Feat. The advantage of Swaggering Initiative on Incredible Initiatives is that you get to communicate to draw a weapon as a free action. If you are not walking around with your weapon in your hands (which you should do anywhere that you expect to encounter violent opposition), which saves you
an Action in turn at first in combat. But you can (and should) do a lot to avoid being surprised in most situations, and in these rare cases where you are abusive, just spend the one Action and spend your Feat class on something that's more impact. Twins Parry: The first indication that the Swashbuckler supports two-gun
fights. Two-gun fight is a tough choice for the Swashbuckler because it conflicts with finishers. 6th Level Agile Manevuvers: The bonus is small, but not the biggest problem. The issue will be deemed these Actions around a Finish. Since all three have the Attack Train, you cannot use them after a Finish at the same turn,
which is the only time when they would have a multiple attack penalties. This is objectively useful if you're running around with Panache and not using it immediately to make an Finish, and it's an interesting option for characters who are taking Multiclass Archetype Feats, but even for the Gymanst Swashbuckler (most
likely users of this feat) this is a hard feat to benefit from. Attack opportunity: This is the first option that the Swashbuckler gets to target the enemy to stay to enlighten with them, which is critical for a front-line martial arts character who likely replaces a fighter jet or an equivalent character at a party. Combination Finish: A
good way to justify doing a different attack before making a Finish. Multiple Attack Penalties are huge, so do everything you can minimize the penalties. Use a agile gun, and look for ways to reduce your target AC like Feint or Travel. For the Gymnast this is absolutely essential since options like travel will be the go-to
means of regaining Panache, but this is still a spectacular option for other swashbucklers. Even with this feat with this feat, I don't recommend wasting a Finish on your third attack in a turn, but if you feel compelled to try it, make sure to use Finish Confidence so you will always guarantee to get a little bit of damage even
if you miss. Precise Finisher: Finishing confidence is already assuredly great, and this adds to make it even better. If you're doing more than one attack per turn and end with a Finish, or if you're facing haters with High AC, Confident Finish is a good way to guarantee a decent amount of damage even if it's a third attack
in one turn. Of course, it might make more sense to save that Panache for your next turn and use that Action for something more impact than a few d6's of damage. Vexing Tumble: Similar in several ways to tumble behind the feat, but you don't move into enemy space and you don't trigger Reaction. When facing several
breakouts of sleep, this is a good way reposition safe while taking Panache too. In many cases this case (and perhaps should) replace Tumble In as your backup option for finding Panache. However, unlike your rear tumble needs a critical success to make other flat-foot animals and the Vexing Tumble. 8th Level
Bleeding Finish: This is a massive amount of persistent damage. 3d6 persistent bleeding, and it goes up to 4 in level 9, eventually maxs out of 6d6. Bleeding damage doesn't work on every foe, but it's working on a lot of them. Double Finish: For a battle of this build weapon should be your go-attacking option. You get the
damage of Bonus Finish on both attacks, so you can do quite a bit of damage by using one Action. However, two-gun fighting is still a deeply difficult option for the Swashbuckler. Flamboyant Cruelty: This would be interesting if the Swashbuckler had an easy way to apply any of these except fear, but you don't get one
until Target Finish 2 level later, and even then you need to score a critical hit to make these last effects then one round in order to get more than 1 or +2 damage in this feat. Nimble Roll: Chammed Life covers all three types for saving launch and is available 6 levels ago. The added move is clean, but it's a Stride with the
Move feature for you to induce reactions when you use this, potentially exposing yourself to further damage all so you can move 10 feet. Stunning Finish: Stunned is a great condition because it steals the target of Action on their turn. This effect has the inability treatment, so you don't want to use it on animals that are
higher level than you, but the vast majority of your enemies face will be your level or lower. The best use of the case for this is in the fight against enemies at your own level (the previous maximum level the Encompassing kicked in) because removing a decent action until the action savings in your favor more than taking
an action from a room full of 20 zombies or something like that. Vivacious Bravado: If you're on the front lines as your party's defender, you're going to attack a lot. In some cases you'll hit, so temporary hitting points make a lot to keep you alive without eating precious resources like slots spell to spend to heal you.
However, using an action for temporary points hits that last one turn is a tough ask. That same action could be spent to ride a Shield or to use a Parry weapon, and challenged even an attack even would likely save you from a similar amount of damage. This is a good option if you have a spare action and there's nothing
else to do with it, but in those cases you could be demoralized or do any number of other things. 10th Level Buckler Dance: An action to get a +1 AC bonus circumstance for the rest of the fight (+2 if you also take Buckler Expertise). Unless you are using Shield Block with your curler, I would strongly consider taking



Dueling Dance instead and giving up on bucklers entirely. Derring-Do: This is strongly good. A lot of the action finding Panache has critical success effects, and rolling twice on your skill checks makes it remarkably more likely that you will get what benefits, and dramatically reduce the possibility of failure. If you are using
Insurance you will need to choose between the two since you cannot use more than one Fortune effect at a time. But remember that this only works when you have Panache so it doesn't work out in combat, and insurance can still be a good fall-back if you don't have Panache. Dueling Dance: An action to get a bonus +
2 Circumstances of AC for the rest of the fight. Both the fighter and the Swashbuckler are accessed through this Feat Class. The text is identical. Reflexive Riposte: This means potentially an extra attack each round, so make sure your AC is as high as you can get it. Targeted Finish: the right effects, but without a critical
hit you will need to always reapply them because the duration only lasts until the end of your next turn. 12th Level of Death Scam: Incredibly Powerful. The fact that the Doomed condition only takes 10 minutes to put off (rather than putting at 1 point every day) means that you can use this repeatedly in the same battle,
and the effects will be placed in while the rest of your party refocusss, treating the injuries, and seems to dive between battles. If you take this off, strongly consider Diehard raising your dead doorstep from 4 to 5. Mobile Finish: In many cases you will spend an action on your turn to find Panache and one to do a Finish,
which leaves you with a spare action which you could use Stride. That's a fine option, but it's really embarrassing at this level. 14th Level Flamboyant Leap: If you invest enough feats to skip, this can sometimes be replaced for flights. Unfortunately, you cannot use it in contrast with Wall Seal or Cloud Leap. Of course,
even with a ton of investments in jumping, and haters can typically fly out of your jumping range and render this feat useless. You need a way to meet flights, and this probably is not it. Impossible Riposte: It's like the Deflectte Arrow Monk + Arrow Snatching feat, but it's one feat and it also works against spelling. The
attack needs to critically fail, unfortunately, but over the course of a character's career that will happen often enough that this is worth the feat. The attack reflects the use of your own damage so whatever you would riposte with, so even if some Level 1 wizard dumped a ray of frost at you, you still face damage from your
+2 hit Rapier with a racing flame and racing circuit (this is not something, I was absolute to bolster the point). Perfect Finish: It doesn't sound interesting, but the possibility of closing a critical Hit increases significantly with the possibility of decreasing a lot. The additional damage from a Critical Hit, especially if your
weapon has the dangerous feature (take a look at Dangerous Grace, below). If you need a reliable pile of damage or if you want fish Critical Hitting, this is a great option and should likely replace Finish Trust as an almost-guaranteed source of damage. Twinned Defense: Single-gun and weapon + buckler built built
equivalent to 4 levels ago. Both the fighter and the Swashbuckler are accessed through this Feat Class. The text is identical. 16th Dangerous Grace Level: Not every swashbuckler will use a speedy, but it is the go-to option, and other dangerous weapons such as the Filcher Oven and the Starknife are great choices too.
Doubling the effect of Harmful will add a huge amount of damage to your already unbelievable Critical Hit, and since Perfect Finisher has come online 2 levels earlier you will be rolling out a lot of these. Felicitous Riposte: This makes your ripostes more reliable, which means more production damage. If you took
Impossible Riposte, I would absolutely take that. 18th Level Unbelievable Odds: Charmed Life is ar strictly the best thing that you can do with your Reaction, and add a free reopen in it to make Charmed lives incomparably powerful. Lethal Finisher: This is a really tempting option, but it's a big game. The damage is
objectively good; 12d6 damage on top of your normal damage strike is great (though it's only 6d6 more than you can expect from other Finishers). However, there are two failure points. First, you need to hit with your strike (normal for any ending), and then the target becomes a Fortitude Save which determines how
much damage to take. Compare this to perfect Finish. For the sake of the argument, let's say that recording a critical Hit and Finish perfect is just as likely as the target fails to save against Finish Lethal. If you score a Critical Hit with a +3 Biggest Hit Rapier (wait at this level; Greater Striking is a level 19 article), you will
face a total of 3d8+3d6 damages before considering your strength score, other runs, dead favor, critical specialization effects, or any number of other things. That's slightly more than the damage the more 6d6 came between each degree of success on the saver versus Finisher Lethal, and the more damage you add to
your schemes to more things appear toward Finisher. If you add Dangerous Face and Upgrade with Bigger Hits, the difference becomes 8d8+4d6, which is greater than the difference between a success and a critical failure against Finish Lethal, at which point Lethal Finisher is unwarranted. Some case corners where
Lethal Finish is better than perfect Finish: First, Lethal Finisher doesn't have the Fortune Trait. Fortune effects can be very powerful, so if you have the options available (Hero Points, Guides, etc.) can make Lethal Finisher very efficient. However, these effects almost always require someone to spend a resource (a spell,
an Action, a Point Hero, etc.) so you cannot rely on Fortune's effects being available to support Fulfillment Lethal. Second, Finish Lethal has death treatment, so when the attackers are reduced to 0 points hit by death Against enemies and regeneration or while facing enemies and a healer among them, this can help
keep haters down. Summary: On its own, Finishing Lethal is pretty good. But Perfect Finisher is considerably the best without fortune effects, especially if you take other options that support it. Parry and Riposte: The limits on this are hard. This will work best if you're facing some or single foe, but against this crowd is
useless border. 20th Level Inexhaustible Countermoves: Finally a good way to handle being outnumbered! If you take this, definitely make sure you've also taken Riposte impossible with Felicitous Riposte so that you can respond to range attacks, reach attacks, and spell attacks. You might also take Parry and Riposte
because it's so big against single foe, but it's not critical. Panache Paragon: An extra action is always welcome, and allowing you to use this action to find Panache is great. If you have taken Class Feats that offer additional options to find these Panache won't work, but many of the default options are going to be your
best option anyway. Gen Feats Diehard: Swashbucklers are typically on the front line of their run, so you'll take a lot of damage, and as a result you can find yourself dropping to 0 points often. This is especially important if you take Cheat Death. Fleet: If you need more speed, getting Panache and the bonus from
Vivacious speed will at least double this. Incredible initiative: Going first is always great. However, Swaggering Initiative provides the same bonus and also allows you to draw a gun, so don't make mistakes in taking both. Truth: Swashbucklers already get a lot of hit points, but they also take a lot of damage so you want
as much as you can possibly get. Shield Block: Bucklers can be used with Block Shield, but their hardness and hitting points are considerably lower than those of a regular shields, so doing so will quickly result in broken and destroyed bucklers. You'll likely be better served by using this or by sticting class feats like
Nimble Dodge. The Swashbuckler weapon is essentially locked in weaponry with the Agile and/or Fieness features, and while the Rapier is the go-to option there are plenty of room to consider other options and still succeed. Agile is tempted since the Pathfinder 2e's martial arts character often relies on passing strikes in
a turn, leading to a multiple attack penalties. However, Swashbuckler's reliance on Finishers means that second or third attack is a hate so Agile is considerably less appealing than he usually is. At high levels, the motor property becomes very interesting in contrast with dangerous thanks. Gymnasts will find that gunfire
and the travel properties and Shove are helpful since they rely on those actions to find Panache. Avoid gun hands as the calamity; The Swashbuckler feat doesn't support them. Claw Blade: Same as Dagger's and Starknife's, Your Hand the ability to dispose of the weapon for a very dangerous die and the very disarmed.
If you aren't sending your Starknife will be roughly equivalent until you can pick up dangerous Grace at high levels, so it's hard to justify investing feat to get access. Dagger / Starknife: All the call of the sword, but you take a lesser striking die in exchange for the disposal owner and the dangerous property on the
starknife. The Starknife is a better version of Dagger's, but I was listed on Dagger's because a lot of players (including me) often forget that Starknife's exists. Dogslicer: Roughly equivalent to Shortsword's, but you trade Versatile for Backstabber. Elven Arch Blade: Uncommon. The Swashbuckler's only option and the
dangerously forced. Personally I think force is a waste on the Swashbuckler since the Finishes are such a critical tactical option, and Swashbuckler's Class feats don't support a hand weapon. Fok Filcher's: Uncommon, but an absolutely small weapon. Agile, Backastbber, Dead, Finesse, and Cast is a great combination
of properties. The deceased damage is only d4, but if you can get easy access to this I would consider it on molding with Rapier's and Starknife's .Gauntlet: A backup gun, it does as much damage as the Dagger or the Main-Gauche and has Agile, so it's great for second or third attack in a turn. Mace Light: With Agile
and Finesse, the Mace Light is one of Swashbuckler's only options for bludgeon damage, and it's options only visible with the Shove dangerously. This isn't worth much on its own, but for the Gymnast that is a useful tactical option. Main-Gauche: Dagger's trade dropping series to disarm with Parry. Probably not a great
choice since gun battle is not a great option for the Swashbuckler. Get a shield instead. Rapier: If you're only doing an attack per turn (Finish every turn!), Rapier's is a fine choice since the Agile owner won't have problems. The dying treatment is still tempting, and d6 is the biggest damage you'll find on location in the
Elven Curve Blade. Sickle / Kukri: Trading Cast and Versatile Properties for the Travel Property. Travel can be very effective if you have the strength to make it work seriously. Probably Gymnast's weapons option since you can get an item bonus of your Athletics check tour. Upgrade with the Kukri (who is Uncommon) to
improve the deceased damage. Scorpion Whip: Your only option for Arrival, the Whip also has both Disarmed and Travel. It's a great option for the gym, matching dead to the deceased in Sickle's and Adding Patents. However, it's Uncommon. Shortsword: Not fancy, but very efficient. The biggest damage you'll find with
the Agile property, and Versatile is great for a class with lots of dependence on gun damage. Spiked chein: Very with dead damages are tempted, but the Swashbuckler Class does not support a gun but the two hands. Wakizashi: Uncommon. Starting with rapier's, and his deceased damage drops one step is found This
gives up a little bit of damage to the beneficiary of the best features of both the Shortsword and the rapier, which is an interesting option if you're sinful for Critical Hits. Gun Buckler: Until you can pick up Buckler Dance, a curl is strictly worse than a regular shield unless you need the ability to keep things in the same hand.
You may need to do that with some regular. Lobbied with cool swashbuckler things like waving from chandeliers often require a free hand. But if you need free hands, why use a Buckler at all? You could also take a gun with the Parry feature to get the same AC bonus. Avoid Shield block; budettes are very frame
compared to shields. Shield: Swashbucklers have no visible way to use two hand gun options, and between an Action to spend on a Finish and an Action spent on finding Panache, many swashbucklers will often find themselves with a spare Action to spend. Raising a Shield is a great option, and while using a full-size
shields may not feel very swashbuckler-y, it's an option still a great until 10th level when you can get Buckler Dance or Dueling Dance. Shield Block is tempted up to this point, but it's likely not worth the feat and the time to spend repairing shield. The Clothing Explorer: Once you get to 20 Dexterity at 10th level, consider
trading in your leather weapons for the Clothing Explorer to find the Comfortable Property. Leather Armor: Probably your weapon of choice until 10th level, at which point you might change in the Dress Explorer, but if you are reuniting the strength of 10 (which you should) check the penalties should never be a problem.
The only advantage that the Clothing Explorer provides at this point is the Comfortable property. Acrobat archetypes: The Acrobat Feat Dedication will automatically increase your skill to athletic at every level where you might increase it, saving you 3% raising skills. Grace Liaper is tempted for the Swashbuckler
Gymnast, and Tumbling Expense allows you to use Tumble in (low panache) and tour a creature using a single Action. Fighter Jets: The fighter jet has a lot to offer the Swashbuckler, even with low-level Class Feats. Double Slices offers Two-Gun Fight to build a critical attack option that could make them good enough to
compete with other swashbuckler builds. Rogue: Twin Feint is tempted to two-gun build battle, but attacker Sneak is a minefield. The damage won't add up enough to justify the feat to get it since you don't do much hit. to hit.
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